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Manual Instructions

Please read these instructions carefully before using your device for the 
first time. It includes everything you need to know to avoid physical 
injuries and damages.

Please pay attention to all safety notes in this instruction manual.

Please keep this manual safe. In case of selling or leaving the device to 
other persons, please don’t forget to hand this manual over as well.
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A)  Features

These units offer a convenient yet economical method of modern studio These units offer a convenient yet economical method of modern studio 
lighting, suitable for use with conventional still digital or video cameras. They 
provide a soft uniform diffused light. Ideal for portraits in a confided area or 
web based product photography. You will find the versatility of the kit useful 
for most types and styles of photography, as the flicker free lamps are color 
balanced to 5500k enabling them to be used with many other studio light-
ing products.

All light bulbs are energy efficient and CE and ROHS certified. These types 
of bulb are called CFL which has less heat generation than the normal 
bulb. So you can have complete control the light power.

Here are the combination kits you can find from our shop:

B)  Safety precautions

i. DO NOT attempt to repair your lighting equipment yourself.

ii. DO NOT expose the equipment to sunlight, moisture, dust, any exposure 
to chemical solutions, gasoline, grease, oil, paint, or detergents can result in 
permanent damage to your equipment.

iii. DO NOT insert any metal objects into your lighting equipment.
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iv. DO NOT place it in close distance to the eyes of persons or animals.                             
Please ensure that the distance between persons and animals is at least 
1m. 

v. DO NOT dismantle the head unit unless it is carried out by a qualified 
electrician.

vi.vi. Ensure the device is cooled down approximately 30 minutes before 
starting any mounting or maintenance arrangements.

vii. Ensure the device is cooled down approximately 15 minutes for every 
hour of use. 

viii. ENSURE that the device is always positioned tilt and skid resistant and 
stored securely.

ix.ix. ENSURE the device is disconnected the power supply when the light is 
not in use and before mounting and maintenances.

x. Please ENSURE the original cables are used.

xi. In case of falling-off, please ENSURE the device is checked by qualified 
electrician before switching on again.

xii. ENSURE all the inflammable materials are kept away from the devices. 

xiii. Please ENSURE bulbs are handled with care to avoid bursting.

xiv.xiv. Please ENSURE the power supply is either AC220-240V 50HZ or 
AV110-120V 60HZ to ensure the light is working safely.  

xv. AVOID touching bulbs when mounting or charging accessories. 

xvi. AVOID holding lamp sockets while attaching the softbox

C)  Panel Diagram
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D)   Instructions

Switch the device on and off
Turn on the device by pressing down the power button on the light switch. It 
will take 30 -60 seconds until the bulb reach its maximum output. 

        Cooling procedures
 
Cooling procedures must be taken place when the device has undergone: Cooling procedures must be taken place when the device has undergone: 
- 15 minutes cooling down period for every hour of use. 

1. The device shall be cooled down for at least 15 minutes. 
2. During cooling procedures, you MUST ENSURE the lamp has been 
switched off.

        Change of fuse

Danger of electric shock and fire through short circuit. A 5A 220V fuse shall be 
used.
1. Switch off device (see Switch on and off of device)
2. Disconnect from power supply by unplugging power cord.
3. With a screwdriver, unscrew the screws on the plug head to open it.
4.4. Carefully open the plug and prise the fuseholder out with a screwdriver.
5.   Place the new fuse in the fuse holder.
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5. Attach the plug head together ensuring to allign the it correctly.
6. Screw the screws into the designated holes.
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         Change of bulbs

Please use CE bulbs. 

Posterior danger of bursting of bulbs. Don’t touch the bulb with bare hands, 
please wear cotton gloves or use a clean, dry cloth. 

1. Switch off the main switch and follow by unplugging the power cord. 
2. Cool down device for at least 15 minutes.
3.3. Remove old bulbs:
 - Remove the softbox diffuser
 - Screw out the old bulb
4. Attach the new bulb:
 - Screw in the new bulb.
 - Put the diffuser back into position. 
5. Then switch on the device.

Note: Change of bulb does not require dismantling the head unit. This action Note: Change of bulb does not require dismantling the head unit. This action 
is DANGEROUS and it is prohibited.

Note: DO NOT USE BULBS more than 105W. We always recommend using 
bulbs 105W or below.
 
Fixing Stand to Head Unit

Firstly, unscrew the knob at bottom corner of the head unit 
completely, then sit the light unit on the stand, and then screw it back on to 
lock it

Adjust the angle and position of each head unit

Unscrew the knob (clock wise) to loosen the unit and adjust to required 
angle/position and then screw the knob (anti-clock wise) to secure its angle/position and then screw the knob (anti-clock wise) to secure its 
position.
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Softbox Assembling

Care should be taken when a soft box is assembled for the first time, due to 
the canvas not yet being stretched. Please ensure that the bulb is not 
attached to the unit when opening the softbox.

1) Open softbox material and find center ring.

2)2) Push the center ring towards the head unit and click into place to erect 
the softbox.

3) To attach diffuser, stretch the edge of the diffuser over the sides of the 
softbox and secure it in place with the velcro tabs.

4) To disassemble the softbox firstly remove the diffuser by stretching it over 
the sides of the softbx. 

5)  Pull the center ring out from the unit to collapse the softbox.

Ensure that the bulb is removed before erecting the softbox

Do not hold onto lamp sockets whilst installing the softbox.
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Transportation and storage

1. Switch off device (see Switch on and off device) and disconnect the 
power supply by unplugging power cord. 

2. Cool down the device completely. 

         Fire hazard due to hot parts.

3. Screw out the bulbs.

4.4. Clean the device as necessary.

5. Put the device and all demounted elements into the anti-shock packing 
and carry and store them at cool and dry place. 

Cleaning

     Posterior danger of bursting of bulb, so you MUST ENSURE not to touch 
the bulb with bare hands accidentally.

      Danger of electric shock, so you MUST ensure the power supply is discon-
nected during cleaning and you MUST AVOID contact with moisture and 
water.

E)  Trouble Shooting
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